Optical Pulling Forces Enabled by Hyperbolic Metamaterials
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ABSTRACT: We propose a novel approach to generating optical pulling forces on a gold nanowire, which are placed inside or above a hyperbolic metamaterial and subjected to plane wave illumination. Two mechanisms are found to induce the optical pulling force, including the concave isofrequency contour of the hyperbolic metamaterial and the excitation of directional surface plasmon polaritons. We systematically study the optical forces under various conditions, including the wavelength, the angle of incidence of light, and the nanowire radius. It is shown that the optical pulling force enabled by hyperbolic metamaterials is broadband and insensitive to the angle of incidence. The mechanisms and results reported here open a new avenue to manipulating nanoscale objects.
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INTRODUCTION

Optical manipulation using light-induced forces has become an indispensable technique in many disciplines, ranging from mechanics, biology, and nanotechnology to quantum physics. As a counterintuitive phenomenon, the optical pulling force has recently received wide attention in the community.1−7 Compared to the optical scattering force that always pushes objects away from the light source,8−14 the optical pulling force can transport objects toward the source, providing additional degrees of freedom in optical manipulation. On the basis of the conservation law of linear momentum, the optical pulling force implies an increase in optical linear momentum along the forward direction. Therefore, to generate optical pulling forces, researchers have used various methods to enhance the forward linear momentum of light by engineering light−matter interactions. Some examples include using structured sources,15 modifying the shapes or properties of objects,16−19 and changing the background materials.20−26 Meanwhile, arbitrary optical manipulation (both optical pulling and pushing forces) of metallic objects, including metallic spheres, nanorods, and nanowires, has attracted intense interest because they support surface plasmon resonances to enhance optical forces.27−32 In particular, metallic nanowires are considered to be a promising building block for next-generation optoelectronic nano-devices.33,34 Therefore, the on-demand, all-optical manipulation of metallic nanowires is highly desirable and requires an efficient strategy to generate optical pulling and pushing forces on metallic nanowires. However, such a strategy is still lacking, especially with a practical platform and the simple illumination of a plane wave.

Very recently, the topology-momentum-induced optical pulling force has been proposed by Ding and co-workers.26 By choosing suitable parameters of a photonic crystal, the authors achieve an isofrequency contour of concave shape, which provides an increment of forward linear momentum for the field scattered from an elliptical dielectric object embedded inside the photonic crystal. As a result, the objects can be manipulated by the induced optical pulling force under the illumination of a simple plane wave rather than structured light with sophisticated beam profiles. The robust optical pulling force acting on the dielectric elliptical objects manifests a very
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they either use the gradient pulling force induced by the concave isofrequency contour of an HMM. The inset in (b) shows the three-dimensional isofrequency contour.

The range, which is expected to generate an optical pulling force due to the enhanced forward optical momentum. It is worth mentioning that state-of-the-art manufacturing techniques demonstrate the possibility of fabricating such vertical HMMs. In this work, we first consider a gold–water multilayer HMM and investigate the optical force acting on a gold elliptical particle inside the HMM. With the illumination of a transverse magnetic (TM) plane wave, we find that optical pulling forces can exist over a broad wavelength range. Since this configuration is difficult to use for experimental demonstration, we propose another theme in which a gold nanowire is placed above a gold–silica multilayer HMM. It is shown that under the oblique illumination of a plane wave with TM polarization, the gold nanowire also experiences a broadband optical pulling force. After carefully analyzing the near field, we find two factors collectively contributing to the optical pulling force. One is the topology of HMMs (i.e., the concave isofrequency contour), and the other is the excitation of directional surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs). A few papers have reported optical pulling forces in HMMs. However, they either use the gradient field to generate the short-range optical pulling force or trap only dielectric spheres without topology–momentum engineering. Our approach could be leveraged to control other nanoscale objects such as quantum dots and biomolecules for many exciting applications.

## RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We start with an HMM consisting of gold–water multilayers as shown in Figure 1a. The thickness of the gold layer is t, and the period of HMM is p, which is set as 60 nm. An elliptical gold nanowire is positioned inside the HMM. A plane wave with TM polarization (i.e., magnetic field parallel to the z axis) is incident from the left side. To study the influence of hyperbolic topology on the optical force acting on the elliptical gold nanowire, we define the filling ratio \( f = t/p \), which represents the thickness ratio of the gold layer in one period. For an HMM made of metal–dielectric multilayers, the components of the effective permittivity parallel \( (\epsilon_\parallel = \epsilon_x) \) and perpendicular \( (\epsilon_\perp = \epsilon_z = \epsilon_y) \) to the y axis are given by

\[
\begin{align*}
\epsilon_\parallel &= \frac{\epsilon_0 \epsilon_m \epsilon_{am}}{\epsilon_0 \epsilon_f + \epsilon_m (1 - f)} \\
\epsilon_\perp &= \epsilon_0 \epsilon_f + \epsilon_m (1 - f)
\end{align*}
\]

Here, \( \epsilon_f \) and \( \epsilon_m \) denote the permittivity of the dielectric and the metal, respectively. In our model, \( \epsilon_f = 1.77 \) is taken for water, and \( \epsilon_m \) is taken from Johnson’s experimental data for gold.

Figure 1b illustrates the mechanism underlying the optical pulling force acting on the elliptical gold nanowire. The green circle represents the isofrequency contour of water, and the blue hyperbola is the isofrequency contour of an HMM. The oblique green arrow represents the electric field scattered from the nanowire when it is suspended in a pure water background. It has a smaller horizontal component \( (k_\parallel \neq 0) \) compared to that of the incident plane wave \( (i.e., k_\parallel) \). However, when the nanowire is placed inside an HMM, the scattered electric field has an enhanced momentum due to the hyperbolic isofrequency contour of HMM (as indicated by the oblique red arrows). Obviously, this makes \( k_\parallel \) greater than \( k_\parallel \) (horizontal red and green arrows, respectively) and hence causes increased momentum along the \(+x\) axis. As a result, the increased momentum will induce an optical pulling force acting on the gold nanowire pointing, which is in the opposite direction to the incident plane wave. In the wavelength region of interest, the concave isofrequency contour of HMM exists when the magnetic field component of the incident light is along the \( z \) axis, i.e., transverse magnetic light. For transverse electric light of incidence, the HMM simply functions as a reflective metal film. In addition, we can use metallic nanowires embedded in a dielectric matrix to construct HMMs, which are expected to produce optical pulling forces based on the same principle. To verify the above mechanism, we consider three different filling ratios, 0, 10, and 20%, corresponding to the thickness of the gold layer equal to 0, 6, and 12 nm, respectively. Apparently, the background material is pure water in the first case and HMM in the latter two. Figure 2a plots the effective
The dispersion relationship of TM polarized light propagating inside an anisotropic medium and within the x−y plane is given by

$$\frac{k_x^2}{\varepsilon_x} + \frac{k_y^2}{\varepsilon_y} = \frac{k_z^2}{\varepsilon_z} = \frac{\omega^2}{c^2}$$

(2)

From eq 2, we can readily find that negative $\varepsilon_z$ and positive $\varepsilon_x$ result in a hyperbolic isofrequency contour. This condition can be satisfied across a broad wavelength range according to Figure 2a.

We have performed full-wave simulations with commercial software Lumerical and applied the Maxwell stress tensor to calculate the optical force.

The time-averaged optical force is calculated by

$$\langle F \rangle = \int_S \langle \mathbf{T} \rangle \cdot \mathbf{n} \, da$$

(3)

Here, $\mathbf{T}$ is the Maxwell stress tensor given by

$$\mathbf{T} = \varepsilon_0 \mathbf{E} \mathbf{E} + \mathbf{\mu}_0 \mathbf{H} \mathbf{H} - \frac{1}{2} \left( \mathbf{\varepsilon}_0 |\mathbf{E}|^2 + \mathbf{\mu}_0 |\mathbf{H}|^2 \right)$$

(4)

In eqs 3 and 4, $S$ is the surface enclosing the nanowire, $\mathbf{n}$ is the unit vector normal to the surface, $da$ is the differential element of the surface, and $I$ is the identity tensor. The power density of the incident plane wave is 10 mW/μm². Figure 2b plots the x component of the optical force ($F_x$) acting on the elliptical gold nanowire. The radius along the x axis is $r_x = 60$ nm, and that along the y axis is $r_y = 15$ nm. Negative $F_x$ corresponds to an optical pulling force that points toward the source. Otherwise, when the filling ratios are 10 and 20%, we can achieve broadband optical pulling forces in the visible and near-infrared ranges. The onset wavelengths of the optical pulling force for a 10% filling ratio (red line) and a 20% filling ratio (blue line) are 640 and 550 nm, respectively, in good agreement with the prediction based on the effective permittivity in Figure 2a. For comparison, the pure-water background (black line, filling ratio $f = 0\%$) always generates positive $F_x$, representing an optical pushing force. Figure 2c depicts the magnetic field scattered from the gold nanowire at a wavelength of 650 nm when the filling ratio is 20%. Under these conditions, the gold nanowire experiences the maximal optical pulling force. The scattered magnetic field shows a concave-shaped wavefront and is scattered off the x axis with large tilt angles. This result confirms our prediction of the mechanism of the topology-momentum-induced optical pulling force in HMMs. It is noted that negative $F_x$ exists within a certain wavelength range (see blue and red lines in Figure 2b), although the concave isofrequency contour feature in HMMs is extremely broadband. To reveal the reason, we extract the same scattered magnetic field at a wavelength of 1000 nm for the case of $f = 20\%$ (Figure S1 in the Supporting Information), where the optical force is positive. The scattered magnetic field still shows a concave wavefront, whereas the backward scattering is also enhanced. Therefore, the competition of forward- and backward-scattered fields results in the limited bandwidth of the optical pulling force, which is still more than 300 nm. To investigate the dependency of optical forces on nanowire geometries, we tune the radius ratio ($r_x/r_y$) from 1 to 5 while maintaining $r_x$ as a constant value of 15 nm. Figure 2d depicts the results of $F_x$ versus radius ratio when the filling ratio of HMM is 20%. Optical pulling forces appear when the radius ratio is larger than 1.7 as a result of the significant off-axis scattered field. In addition, the bandwidth of the optical pulling force also increases as the radius ratio increases, which indicates that HMMs are a good platform for producing broadband optical pulling forces.

The above results demonstrate the principle and advantages of the HMM-assisted optical pulling force. However, it is not very practical to conduct experiments based on the
Supporting Information presents the results for nanowires with optical pulling force, similar to that in previous work. That the excitation of directional SPPs also contributes to the pulling force. In addition, as plotted in Figure 3b, it is found if frequency contour of HMMs induces a broadband optical forward linear momentum due to the concave-shaped nanowire has a radius \( r \). Figure 3c. When the substrate is an HMM, a nanowire with a radius \( r \) experiences an optical pulling force, as marked by region I. Remarkably, the optical pulling force in this region has a considerable bandwidth, ranging from 620 to 1200 nm. In contrast, the optical pulling force acting on a larger nanowire \( (70 \text{ nm} \leq r \leq 130 \text{ nm}) \), which is marked by region II, has a relatively narrower bandwidth and a red shift with an increased radius. There is a noticeable difference (about 2—5-fold) in the magnitude of the optical pulling force between regions I and II. We think that the difference mainly comes from the size change of the gold nanowire. The gold nanowire in region I has a smaller radius than that in region II. A smaller nanowire scatters light less efficiently, and the excitation of SPPs is less pronounced in region I. As a result, region I is dominated by the topology-momentum-induced pulling force, while the force magnitude is very moderate. Figure 3d plots the simulated optical force acting on a larger nanowire \( (70 \text{ nm} \leq r \leq 130 \text{ nm}) \), which is marked by region II, has a relatively narrower bandwidth and a red shift with an increased radius. There is a noticeable difference (about 2—5-fold) in the magnitude of the optical pulling force between regions I and II. We think that the difference mainly comes from the size change of the gold nanowire. The gold nanowire in region I has a smaller radius than that in region II. A smaller nanowire scatters light less efficiently, and the excitation of SPPs is less pronounced in region I. As a result, region I is dominated by the topology-momentum-induced pulling force, while the force magnitude is very moderate. Figure 3d plots the simulated optical force when the substrate is gold. In this case, the optical pulling force exists only for large nanowires and follows a trend similar to that in region II in Figure 3c. Remarkably, the optical pulling force in region II arises from the excitation of directional SPPs and the topology-momentum-induced forces (Figure S4b) is quite distinct. The high sensitivity of the topology-momentum-induced optical pulling force can be attributed to the interaction between the gold nanowire and HMM. It implies that the optical pulling force in region II arises from the excitation of directional SPPs and the optical pulling force in region I comes from the topology-momentum increment in HMM.

**Figure 3.** Schematic illustration of the simulation model in which a gold nanowire is placed 20 nm above (a) an HMM substrate and (b) a gold substrate. The corresponding optical forces versus nanowire radii are depicted in (c) and (d), respectively. The incident power density is 10 mW \( \mu \text{m}^{-2} \). The black contour lines correspond to \( F_x = 0 \).

As a proof-of-principle demonstration, we simulate the optical force acting on the gold nanowires with different radii. To verify the two aforementioned mechanisms, we compare the results of optical force acting on the gold nanowires with HMM and gold substrates, as illustrated in Figure 3a,b, respectively. In our simulations, the radius of gold nanowires is varied from 10 to 130 nm. Under the \( 25^\circ \) illumination of a TM-polarized plane wave, \( F_x \) has negative values in two regions for both HMM and gold substrates, indicating the appearance of the optical pulling force, as outlined by black solid curves in Figure 3c. When the substrate is an HMM, a nanowire with a small radius \( (10 \text{ nm} \leq r \leq 60 \text{ nm}) \) experiences an optical pulling force, as marked by region I. Remarkably, the optical pulling force in this region has a considerable bandwidth, ranging from 620 to 1200 nm. In contrast, the optical pulling force acting on a larger nanowire \( (70 \text{ nm} \leq r \leq 130 \text{ nm}) \), which is marked by region II, has a relatively narrower bandwidth and a red shift with an increased radius. There is a noticeable difference (about 2—5-fold) in the magnitude of the optical pulling force between regions I and II. Remarkably, the optical pulling force in region II arises from the excitation of directional SPPs and the topology-momentum-induced forces (Figure S4b) is quite distinct. The high sensitivity of the topology-momentum-induced optical pulling force can be attributed to the interaction between the gold nanowire and HMM. It implies that the optical pulling force in region II arises from the excitation of directional SPPs and the optical pulling force in region I comes from the topology-momentum increment in HMM.
To better understand the two regions exhibiting an optical pulling force and the two mechanisms, we plot the scattered magnetic fields at a wavelength of 800 nm in Figure 4. Two different radii of gold nanowires are chosen: 25 nm (Figure 4a,b) and 125 nm (Figure 4c,d). Note that in Figure 4a,c the substrate is HMM, while for Figure 4b,d, the substrate is gold. The field distributions are distinctly different. As shown in Figure 4a,b, the SPPs propagate at the interface of the substrate and water along both the forward and backward directions. However, a large portion of the scattered field from the nanowire penetrates the HMM (Figure 4a) and propagates along the forward direction to form a concave shape. On the basis of the mechanism we demonstrated in Figure 1b, it generates a linear momentum enhancement along the +x axis. As a result, the 25-nm-radius nanowire experiences an optical pulling force with an HMM substrate. For the nanowire in Figure 4b, although the generated forward SPPs appear to be stronger than the backward SPPs, the nanowire absorption balances the change in momentum. Without the HMM-induced momentum increment, the final force acting on the nanowire points in the +x direction. The situations are totally different for the 125-nm-radius gold nanowires as shown in Figure 4c,d, where the unidirectional SPPs are always excited and propagate in the forward direction. Therefore, the 125-nm-radius gold nanowire experiences an optical pulling force with both substrates. We notice that Figure 4c still has a weak field penetrating the HMM substrate, which is expected to have a very small influence on the optical pulling force. To conclude, the field distributions are the direct evidence of the two mechanisms that induce optical pulling forces.

We have also explored the influence of the angle of incidence on the optical force. The angle of incidence is swept from 0 to 40° for a 25-nm-radius gold nanowire above an HMM substrate. The calculated optical force is plotted in Figure 5. Interestingly, the topology-momentum-induced optical pulling force acting on gold nanowires is not very sensitive to the angle of incidence, which is beneficial for experiments. When the angle of incidence is 0°, due to the lack of enhancement of forward linear momentum, no optical pulling forces exist. In the range from 1 to 20°, the optical pulling force has a large bandwidth from 600 to 1200 nm. However, when the angle of incidence is larger than 20°, the bandwidth decreases. The reason is attributed to the dispersion of the isofrequency contour: the curvature of contours becomes larger (i.e., the contour is flatter) when the wavelength increases. The evolution of the isofrequency is shown in Figure S5 in the Supporting Information. As a result, the increment of forward linear momentum becomes less pronounced, and the momentum-topology-induced optical pulling force gradually disappears at longer wavelength. Nevertheless, the onset wavelength remains the same for the entire range of angles of incidence, corresponding to the emergence of the hyperbolic dispersion of the HMM substrate. In comparison, the onset wavelength of the SPP-induced optical pulling force will shift with the angle of incidence (Figure S6 in the Supporting Information). Overall, Figure 5 confirms that the optical pulling force induced by the topology-momentum increment is broadband and has a good tolerance for the angle of incidence. In addition, the results suggest a possible theme for achieving the controllable optical manipulation of a gold nanowire above the HMM substrate. Specifically, by controlling the angle of incidence, we can easily switch between pulling and pushing gold nanowires. For instance, in Figure 5, the angle of incidence at point A (the orange circle) is 22°, which possess a negative force of around −0.05 pN. On the contrary, point B (green circle) corresponds
to an angle of incidence of 26 degrees and a positive force of around 0.05 pN. It is worth mentioning that HMMs also enable optical pulling forces acting on dielectric nanowires (Figures S7 and S8 in the Supporting Information). To address the potential optothermal effect of HMMs, we have calculated the temperature distribution in our system. The results show that the temperature increase is less than 1 K in the region where optical pulling forces exist (Figure S9 in the Supporting Information), and it has a negligible effect on the optical force.

**CONCLUSION**

We have comprehensively studied the optical pulling force acting on gold nanowires in the presence of HMMs, either as a background material or a substrate. Importantly, we can achieve optical pulling forces over a broad wavelength range thanks to the unique concave isofrequency contour of HMMs. By comparing the simulated results of two substrates (i.e., HMMs and gold), we elucidate the two mechanisms that induce optical pulling forces. One arises from the strong forward-scattered fields in HMMs, and the other is due to the directional SPPs at the substrate–water interface. In addition, we study the influence of the angle of incidence on the optical forces. The results show that the topology-momentum-induced optical pulling force has a good tolerance for the angle of incidence. Furthermore, the arbitrary manipulation of gold nanowires can be achieved by simply changing the angle of incidence. We expect that our approach would pave the way for the arbitrary optical manipulation of various objects at different scales, and we find important applications in engineering, physics, biology, and other disciplines.
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